Imagine how much easier your fieldwork would be if you didn’t have to occupy the location you need to record. You can realize such freedom by complementing your GPS with the powerful TruPulse® 360 laser with TruVector Compass Technology™. Find a spot that works best for your GPS and start shooting laser offsets to all your features. The TruPulse’s ground-breaking technology lets you capture accurate compass data without inclination limitations.

The unit can be pitched or rolled in any direction, and it will still measure the correct azimuth. No other all-in-one compass/laser can do this! Also, with its 7 power magnification and long range capabilities, there is no target out of reach. Keep in mind, this laser is not just for GPS offsets to hard-to-reach locations, you can be mapping everything in your GIS project and using it for elevation data or to measure heights as an attribute to a feature. With the TruPulse 360, you’ll be collecting more field data in a lot less time.

**TruTargeting:** This automatically provides the best possible accuracy and acquisition distance to a given target. If the displayed measurement has a decimal value, you are getting the +/-1 ft (30 cm) accuracy. If a whole number is displayed, your accuracy is within +/-1 yd (1 m).

**Closest, Farthest, Continuous and Filter mode:** These multiple targeting modes allow you to select or eliminate targets and take the most accurate measurements possible under a variety of field conditions.

**Declination value:** The TruPulse is universal and can be used anywhere in the world by being able to apply any local declination value to your compass reading. This allows you to work with True North bearings from anywhere on earth.
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